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Part 1: Spanish Skills

How well did Spanish 1 prepare you for the following
activities?

Speaking in Spanish

Listening to/understanding Spanish

Edit this formrgoorhou@hamiltonschools.us
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1 2 2%

2 10 9%

3 29 27%

4 49 45%

5 18 17%

1 4 4%

2 9 8%

3 37 34%

4 29 27%

5 29 27%

1 10 9%

2 13 12%

3 46 42%

4 30 28%

5 9 8%

Reading in Spanish

Writing in Spanish

Relating to/understanding Spanish/Hispanic culture
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1 2 2%

2 6 6%

3 23 21%

4 38 35%

5 39 36%

1 1 1%

2 0 0%

3 20 18%

4 22 20%

5 65 60%

For every quiz, test and exam 22 20%

Just for the tests and exams 39 36%

Just for the exams 20 18%

Never 27 25%

Compared to the beginning of the year, are you...

Part 2: Study Habits

How often did you study?
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more 65 60%

less 1 1%

the same 42 39%

I wish that I had studied...

What advice would you give to next year's 8th graders about studying for
Spanish?

study hard because this is not a class you can just ignore, it is one of the most important

calsses because it teaches you to communicate with other cultures.

quizlet

Study for the quiz's,exams, and tests. Start to study a day before the test day. Don't try

to cramp everything in your brain the day of the test.

UsE yOUr NoTEs!!

You should always study every day just a little bit at a time. Also, you want to study with

friends by having conversations, this will help you speak Spanish better.

no

go out and get active for example there was this hispanic festival that she sugested we

go to and i didn't it would help a lot to go

That spanish seems hard but it is easy to do and the language is just like english. Also

you will have fun. If you have a hard time in spanish or understand it Mrs. goorhouse will

help you understand it. try to study the things you have difficulty and so you are ready

for the test/exam/quiz. Also try to speak spanish on spanish speaking days if you can or

are willing to.

STUDY!!!! it DOES help get in the habbit it pays off;)

Study with your parents ONLY if they know some spanish or have a general idea of how

to speak it, otherwise stick to the blog study tools

never give you

Study. You think you won't need to but on large tests, quizzes, and exams. Some of the
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studying can be fun. Study especially for exams. They count.

Even something like 10 minutes makes a big change

It is easier than you think! Once you learn a couple of words you will become more and

more excited about learning more!

STAY PREPARED AND STUDY EVERY NIGHT!!! :) GOOD LUCK

study and make sure you pay attention to the basics

just try not to give up learning a different language his hard and hey if i can do it anyone

can

study for all of the tests and the exams, because they are a lot harder than they seem

STUDY

Study before every test even if you think you know the material.

Participate study and listen itll help you for a better grade and underatanding spanish.

Use the blog, old notes, flashcards

Study hard and work really hard at it and you will succeed.

Study for test,quiz's,and exams. Retest for the tests and quiz's if you did bad on them.

Don't wait till the night before

Studying is a waste of time. You can get an a without studying if you're smart.

Pay attention every day! Everyday is important.

- I would suggest that they be given mandatory study time - More homework in spanish -

Lots more fiestas!

try your hardest

study days before the test day every time

STUDDY alot

Don't just study the night before.

Study alot

i would do flash cards when i did them i found out that it helped me out a lot and also try

to teach it to someone or something, it does not have to be someone but just something

like you pet or something and also i would not wait for the night before i would study at

least a week before. I am not a big studier i really hate studying but this is a high school

class and will show up for jobs and collage

Study hard

i dont know i thought it was all really easy

Spanish is tons of fun! You will enjoy it so much! It's really easy as ling as you listen in

class, if you listen and understand it in class you honestly don't have to study very hard.

It's awesome, Spanish is so easy(: You Will Love It !

None
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study alot

Study for Spanish as much as you can otherwise you'll be screwed and fail really bad.

Even if you don't study, Use spanish in many places. You can be very successful very

easy

My way to study is very different. I READ it. When I read things inside my head I can

comprehend it better, like when you are reading your favorite story. So, I read,

comprehend, then I take a break (usually long), then read the material again. After

reading it, and after I feel that I'm ready to be quizzed, I have one of my family members

quiz me to see where I am in my studies. In other words, I like to see what areas I need

to put extra focus on. Also one of the biggest problems for my is getting distracted. I

have to find ways to block people out and focus on my teacher and the material he/she

is teaching. I learn very quickly that I need to know when and when not to ignore people.

In the classroom when the teacher is teaching that is a time to block people out and

focus. But, ignoring people outside of class is a bad idea. I know it feels rude to ignore

your neighbor sitting next to you in class you has a question, you know the answer, but

you need to pay attention to the teacher. But, you have to ignore them and PAY

ATTENTION!!! I ignore a lot of people and sometimes I don't. Then I end up regret

talking to them because I miss something important that the teacher said. Please learn

from our mistakes and ... PLEASE TAKE SCHOOL SERIOUSLY!!! IT WON'T BE HERE

FOREVER!!!

Start studying as soon as you can instead of waiting until the night before..

USE QUIZLET

Study the notes

I think they should study because it helps them improve a lot

Study a little for each quiz.

Study, listen in class, Participate in dias de espanol

Study for exams!!

To use flash cards and parents. And always remember that even if you think you got it,

just practice because when nerves kick in, you might forget some things

The blog

The notes are very helpful when studying. The flashcard weren't very helpful, but if you

listen in class and then try to comprehend what you are learning, you'll do perfectly fine.

I rarely ever studied and I still passed

Be careful with spelling and neatness.

Listen carefully and ask questions about what you don't under stand about Spanish.

take german!

Use quizlet.
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Pay attention in class when you are group studying. Study at home too.

you will ace this class

Do it a lot

Studie ur gonna need it

Remeber your book to study( its the easiest)

STUDY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! HAVE FUN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

take german

study

If you arn't confident then study. It helps if you study what you don't know and ignore the

stuff you know very well. It wastes time to study stuff you know.

If you are a hispanic like me then this class is easy for you!

The more you study and speak in Spanish the easier it will get.

Pay attention, and do not. I repeat DO NOT make fun of people for mispronouncing

words and not understanding. They are learning a new freaking language. Chill.

pay attention in class

Do not take it it is very hard and don't lose your book

i would study for everything even fi you think that your good

don't be here when you watch frozen

good luck

make sure you pay attention in class because if you do its easy to pick up on all of the

things you need to learn and when you have dia de espnol make sure you practice

speaking spanish

to let them retest if wanted or could improve

um study off the notes

make sure to study your notes the most

The games on the site work well, but i usually just went over the packet with a sibling or

friend. They would read the word in english/spanish and then i would translate the word

to english/spanish.

Study by making flashcards and things review them even after you take the

quiz/test/exam because then it will be easier for later in the year or other

quizes/test/exam

DO IT!!

use notes and old tests to help to write and understand it

I wish that everybody who has taken Spanish or is going to take Spanish has/had a

great time

Study the conugations
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Every day 0 0%

Once a week 5 5%

Before quizzes, tests, and exams 29 27%

Only before a test or exam 8 7%

Only before an exam 11 10%

- study for exams and tests because they count for highschool - if you listen in class it

helps - don't forget to have fun

Study

Study!!! Everthing all the time

no II don't have any thiing two 2ay

- Study for exams *they count for high school, kinda a big deal:)* - Study with a friend or

family - Speak spanish out loud when studying ( I heard that helps with understanding )

- Ask questions

Study for every test, quiz, exam that you have to take

Listen in class and remember everything so you do not have to study

Study a lot especially for the exams

That you have to study to do good on the tests and quizes.

Use the Spanish blog

If you struggle, study a lot.

Try hard, study things you struggle with.

pay attention in class and study for exams and ask questions when you have one

I would study for almost every test and quiz.

Part 3: Class website and blog

How much did you use the class website and/or blog this past year?
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Only when we had to in class 55 50%

1 11 10%

2 14 13%

3 31 28%

4 23 21%

5 29 27%

How useful was the class website/blog to you?

What improvements could be made to the website/blog?

None

im not sure

Well made but do you have games you can play in spanish

IDK

ask alkier on how tho make it an app or refer them to duolingual [a spanish app

idk I did not use it that much

Nothing

make it easier to use

Put up the verd charts

uwhduhqwd

I wish the categories could be more organized.

I would have the blog allow us to see our grades from the website after we log in to our

accounts.

Make the flash cards talk louder and have paper flashcards as well.

its good study guide but i had a hard time understanding the questions

Nothing needs to be changed

Was mostly easy

Idk

It's fine

None

Not much, I like it how it is(:
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Flashcards should be in the order that we learned them in

Could add more games about what we are learning and add more notes that we are

learning. Like the notes with the answers to the questions.

i dont have nothing

I don't think that the website needs any improvements

i

I don't know, I didn't use it at all almost.

nothing

more colorfull

idk maybe flash card more often.

a search bar. Make the blog part of it easier to find.

i like the blog how it is

more spanish games

None that I come up with

maybye not so many cards on the flash cards

More flash cards and prep type links

IDK it was easy for me to navigate for me

Use it more

none

i would make it where the teacher teaches the lesson like recording yourself not like

what you did the whole hour but just the main parts of the lesson so if someone does

not understand what you tought that day they can try to learn it there on the website or if

someone was sick they could see what they missed

Nothing, it was great and very helpful the way it is right now

Make it more rewarding.

Nothing I really like it to study.

NOTHING

It is awesome

i have no idea

i only used the blog in class because i find it easier to study on paper but i think the blog

is fin just the way it is

I don't know

none it is fine the way it is

Thing's could be explained a little better.

I like the blog how it is.
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Nothing really. It's a good blog!

make blog first thing one log into website

good thers the stuff that helps you

more activities/ games for them to do

Different ways to study.

Have it go straight to the blog site

idk

?? Looked good

nothing it is good the way it is.

Instructions on how to find things. haha :) Also I have limited internet so I can't be on the

computer and on the class blog a lot because we need to save our internet for more

important things. I know school has changed from how it has been, but I really don't like

how much internet our schooling requires now!!! I also know that paper work is also

harder for the teacher, but paper work may benefit students. Let's say they don't have

internet and they have to a project on the computer. Then what do they do? So, I think I

got my point across and I just want to say that I had a awesome time in Spanish this

year!!! :)

Nothing, keep it the same

Not sure

Part 4: Final Reflections

What advice would you give to the students who will take Spanish next
year?

BE PREPARED... 1). To learn 2). To strive for the best 3). To get help when needed 4).

To be yourself and do your absolute best THAT'S ALL ANYONE WANTS!!!

no

study hard

it's actually a fun class. its a good thing to listen too(:

Always try to make connections.

study

Study stuff as much as you can.

Pay attention

Be prepared for Spanish day
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Be neat with words.

Be muchos facil for Senora Goorhouse.

IDK

study hard, listen, and don't goof off, because this class is the only one that counts

towards your high school GPA

Practice!

PAy attention to the words and just remember the basic grammar because the grammar

forms are very similar.

Always try your best

Do your best!!

Use quizlet to study.

STUDY

Study a lot

be active outside spanish class and cooperate in class even if you don't want to

Have fun and be good and don't make your teacher mad haha

The class is really fun and Mrs. Goorhouse is the best

to listen in class

Study and speak Spanish in places other than class

If you are having a hard time with some words or phrases then study more often, if what

you are doing is easy to you, then still study to keep it in your mind. Sense exams are

big study more than needed. Once you think you have something down move on to the

next section and go back just to be for sure, once you have gone through that process

go over it again the next day.

STUDY!

mbghfjggghdfg

practis

BE GOOD!

IT'S SO MUCH FUN! but make sure you listen!

Dont lose your books

do good

study alot

pay attention

do quiz corrections at lunch

alway rember you book and don't lose it

Please, Please have a good time
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pay attion

this is a high school class you might not think it is a big deal not but it will make a big

difference when your trying to get a job or trying to get into collage. study mostly right

before the exams because they count for a huge part of you grade

study and have fun

Study and listen

NONE

get an a

Study,retest,and Try your hardest.

try your hardest

Have fun because this will get you farther inlife Iif you know more than 1 language

STUDY, STUDY, STUDY! you'll never get any better if you don't study

Its a GPA class, care about it.

That you have to study to do good.

Study.

study

Study hard and pay attention, otherwise you might miss something important!

To study every night

Do your best

Have fun and study!

pay attention in class and work hard.

use the blog to study

To pay attention and just have fun with what your doing! Enjoy class!

STUDY, Listen in class, Participate in dias de espanol

sit down and hoolldd on for dear life

good luck

Pay attention and study

Always try and don't be embarrassed when you say a word wrong, Just Keep Trying and

Move Forward.

Have fun

Study a lot

I is a lot of fun! The teacher is very patient and good at teaching! You will get to learn a

lot about Spain and their culture and language, and YUM food! (:

You should enjoy Spanish. If you enjoy Spanish you do better in the class because you

can't what to get back in the class again, and you need to have patience.
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I loved Spanish! 39 36%

Study a lot.

Listen and attempt to actually try

to pay decent attention in class

spanish is not that hard but study at least 5 minutes before a quiz test or exam

study for test don't blow it off

Have fun. Spanish is not hard as you think it is it is like english a lot.

xcvbn

Listen carefully

Study

Always ask Questions, could choice instead of german!

HAVE FUN!!!!!!!!!!

- Listen - Ask questions! - Have fun - Get a good grade

- have fun - listen in class

Study! and make sure you ask questions

Try!

Try hard and work at it

Studdie ur gonna need it

its really fun if u want to learn it mrs.goorhouse teaches very well.spanish is very helpful

in latter jobs

make sure to pay attention and participate in the activities

dont take spanish

It can really be helpful in day to day life alot of people dont speak english

DO NOT DRINK MALTAS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Looking back at the year, what is your overall impression of Spanish
class?
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Spanish was a pretty good class. 39 36%

Most days were ok. 15 14%

I did not like Spanish class. 5 5%

Other 10 9%

Do you have any final observations or comments that might be helpful to
Sra. Goorhouse?

i liked festas and all the fun stuff/ games we did

no

Nope all went pretty well.

you are my favorite teacher and you really easy to talk to and it seems like even when

your mad you smile

MORE GAMES!!!! the ones we played were fun!

I enjoyed the games. The fiestas are good. The learning style worked well. Make Gana

Puntos easier to get prizes or give us more time for them.

I loved the fiestas and the songs

I enjoyed the games and the fiestas

Dia de espanol needs to be a little easier when they first do them and the last week of

school, do more fun stuff.

No

I don't know how you stayed so happy and energetic basically the whole year.. For me it

would be really hard to do. The blog really helped me a lot, I wish I would have studied

more. Spanish class was not bad experience

The fiesta's were fun

have funn

That you help a lot and make it understanding.

KEEP DOING WHAT YOU DOOO!!!

she tried to help us alot. Quizlet worked. idk

Spanish class could be even better if it had more games and interactive things for the

students to do more of the time.

i enjoyed your class. I liked all the charts and the boot on the charts, it helped a lot. I

wish i could have you next year, you were a great teacher!

do more games. Watch for people on their phones, A lot of people are on them.

Nope, she was the best Spanish teacher ever!!! All I could ever ask is to keep teaching

like she is!!! :)
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Hey girl hows it goin(:

Stay who you are.

This was an awesome spanish class.

Nah...

no more games

I enjoyed that you never gave up helping with me and the class. Even when everybody

was talking, you were patient to teach us. I don't really know how you could improve the

class, it was great. I think the constant learning probably helped me the most.

None

Slow down and explain stuff a little better and do a little quiz around the room to check If

people don't know the lesson.

make people study

igfrdftgyhjmk

she is very nice but she can be mean if you get on her bad side

more games and fesitas

I enjoyed the fiestas and the fun games that we did to help us learn spanish in a fun way

i dont have nothing

I enjoyed when we have activities and have fun doing it Maybe do some projects if you

can on the lessons to make it more interesting for some of the students that think maybe

it is a boring class. I had lots of fun

nothing

I like how we watched videos about the upcoming unit

A big thanks to you Mrs.Goorhouse..you are one of my favorite teachers - Allie Edsall

More strict on kids most classes had no respect and was annoying that they didnt pay

attention to you or the work

the games and when we reviewed

Nope

I enjoyed Sra.Goorhouse's teaching style."

I injoyed the Fiestas

I liked the fiesta

i like the way you teach and you are a great teacher

more fiesta

I had a lot of fun in spanish class! I'm sad that I won't have you for spanish freshman

year but glad that I'm continuing spanish! Good Luck with the class coming! :)

MORE GAMES

I loved playing games. Look for people on their phones.
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I enjoyed everything! The parties, the teaching, the teacher!!! It was all really great! I

can't wait to take Spanish all year in the highschool!!!

stay the way you are but maybe add a little more disipline

I enjoyed Spanish very very much

nope

Keep doing what you do best. Looking way younger than you actually are, and teaching

kids how to speak the words of Spanish.(;

fiestas

she coo

you are a awesome teacher

i enjoyed how u were very happy and nice to all the classes i was in i enjoyed that it

seemed like u were always having the best time in all the classes i was in and u always

had a smile and u rolled with what happened (bad situations) and good for that

matter.and u just made this class very warm welcoming and friendly (hopefully) to all

who step in this room Thank you keep up the good work

Mrs. Goorhouse is a very good teacher and is always willing to listen to you no matter

what, when, or where. (:

Keep doing a good job

Number of daily responses
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